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COMBO:
DOOR TRACK & HARDWARE:
MATERIAL: Galvanized High-Carbon Steel Track
THICKNESS: Heavy 14 gauge 
WEIGHT LIMIT: Handle doors up to 600 lbs. with one set of trolleys.
SIZES: 8’ to 20’ other lengths are available upon request.

DESCRIPTION: Smooth round bottom surfaces with bottom slot for self cleaning to prevent dirt and moisture build 
up. Flat top with projection-welded brackets at 2’ intervals (inset 1’ from ends) for maximum strength and solid instal-
lations. Self-cleaning and self-aligning.
Projection welded brackets are pre-set to assure correct installation (back side of track will be in contact with the 
header) eliminating defl ection from heavy rolling doors.
Mounts with nails or lag bolts.

111081-111202 COMBO track with side-mount brackets
112081-112202 COMBO track with top-mount brackets
113081-113202 COMBO track with top-mount stud bolts 3/8” stud bolts welded on top of track at 2’ intervals  
 for overhead mounting.
113000 COMBO side mount, 90° curved track with 36” - Not available with top-mount brackets or  
 stud bolts.
119500 Offset track extension bracket: For supporting track that extends beyond the door opening.  
 Eliminates cutting metal siding or extending the header.
119000 Splice collar: Locks two track sections together in perfect alignment at the joint.
131000 Track end plug: Bird-proofs track when bolted into each end of the track run.

TROLLEY HANGERS:
WEIGHT LIMIT: Up to 600 lbs.
MATERIALS: Long, underslung, tough, ball-shaped, self lubrication, delrin-500 trolley wheels 
                      (No metal-to-metal contact). Roller bearings for heavier doors.
                      Tefl on grease is added for even smoother operation
                      Polished-steel rolling bearings optional

149500 9-1/2” offset-bolt trolley hanger - For wood- or metal-frame doors. 
 SWING: 180° swing in either direction
 THREAD: 5” for vertical adjustment.
149550 Roller-bearing, 9-1/2” offset-bolt trolley hanger
146500 6-1/2” offset-bolt trolley hanger
146550 Roller-bearing, 6-1/2” offset-bolt trolley hanger
144500 4” straight-bolt trolley hanger
144550 Roller-bearing, 4” straight-bolt trolley hanger
142500 2-1/2” straight-bolt trolley hanger
142550 Roller-bearing, 2-1/2” straight-bolt trolley hanger
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141500 Wood door trolley hanger - Split-stirrup provides up to 30° swing in either direction. 
141550 Roller-bearing, wood door trolley hanger
142500T - 149550T Trundle Trolley Hangers

TRACK BRACKETS:
MATERIAL: 16 gauge, galvanized steel.
119300 Double-track, side mount bracket
 Mounting parallel runs of stud-bolt track for by-passing doors.
 Tracking holes are slotted to provide lateral track adjustment for 2” to 4-1/2” thick doors.
119350 Double-track, side mount bracket with track cover support

“COMPLETE” COVER BRACKETS:
For mounting track cover which extends beyond the actual run of track. Consists of track-cover bracket welded to a track-
mounting bracket. 
MATERIAL: 16 gauge, galvanized steel.
115500 Complete, side-mount track cover bracket
116500 Complete, top-mount track cover bracket
117500 Complete, “Snap-Up” track cover bracket
114500 Complete, side-mount track cover bracket for doors up to 6” thick
116550 Complete, top-mount track cover bracket for doors up to 6” thick

“SNAP-UP” COVER BRACKETS
Patented COMBO “Snap-Up” cover brackets are conveniently out-of-way while mounting track and hanging doors
No fasteners needed.
MATERIAL: 16 gauge, galvanized steel.
115000 Standard track cover bracket
117000 “Snap-Up” track cover bracket
114000 Track cover bracket for 6” door.

PLY-TRAC: SLIDING DOOR TRACK & HARDWARE
MATERIAL: Heavy-duty 14 gauge G90 steel all around track 
WEIGHT LIMIT: Up to 450 lbs.
SLOTS: Key hole type on top to accept mounting brackets. Slot at the bottom for self-cleaning making for smooth operating 
doors. Bracket slots are 2’ intervals (inset 1’ from ends) and will accept to mount, side mount or stud mount type brackets

PLY-TRAC:
PT-1061 thru PT-1202 PLY-TRAC
PT-4000  PLY-TRAC side mount bracket
PT-4100 PLY-TRAC side mount cover bracket
PT-4200 Top mount cover bracket for PLY-TRAC
PT-4796 Bolt package
PT-9000 PLY-TRAC Splice collar
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